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AirVeraCity  is providing mobile  sensors in
order  to  measure  local  the  air quality, which is
currently  not  done as the cities are equipped  only with a few
fixed sensors‘ stations.

AirVeraCity

By Ali Marjovi, P.h.D at EPFL

A platform for independent journalists to write verifiable news
by using the blockchain technology though a system of
reputations

AccuRate

By Jeanne Chaverot, Msc at EPFL

Energy management platform on which all energy resources
can be managed using the latest AI-backed electricity related
components.

ICT platform for energy management

By Marina Dorokhova, PhD at EPFL

Providing educational solutions focusing on blockchain
technology to give our users the opportunity to invest in
reliable ICOs

WeInvest

By Adi Seredinschi, PhD at EPFL

Liif  offers  food that is  good for  health, ecologically
friendly,  and  fair.  It  also  makes  the customers’
life easier with online  shopping

Liif

By Timothée Duran, Bsc at EPFL

Discover the best pizzerias of your region with the PizzaLova
Pass

PizzaLovaPass

By Théo-Tim Dénisart, Msc at EPFL

A predictive algorithm to help urban planners to plant trees by
reducing their costs and guiding their decisions.

TreeML

By Victor Kristof, Msc at EPFL

Self-reconfigurable storage, transportation & construction
units, KUBITS, help space agencies and companies who want to
make better use of space habitats

Kubits

By Simon Hauser, PhD at EPFL

Automated dental lamp that allows precise and reliable hand-
gesture based control of the light parameters.

Automated Dental Lamp

Michal Smreczak, PhD at EPFL

Automated device that ensure better outcome for cell therapy
for 20x lower price.  

 

CellSense

By Sébastien Walpen, Postdoc at UNIL

Our metal 3D printers help manufacturers who currently use
metal 3D-printing and are looking to produce long-lasting 3D-
printed metal parts

Metal parts to last!

By Nikola Kalentics, PhD at EPFL

Our technology can be used to create optical biosensors for a
range of difficult to detect diseases.

NanoVis

By Alice Gillen, PhD at EPFL

Our electron microscopy sample preparation technique helps
researchers who want to make high quality microscopy
analysis by providing systematic non-destructive large-area
and volumetric electron microscopy imaging.

Collectome

By Thomas Templier, Postdoc at EPFL

At RB2.io we develop solutions that  enable manufacturers of
any size to  create autonomous robots without  having to
integrate expensive laser  sensors.

RB2

By Mathias Gilson, Bsc HEIG-VD

Modular Inspection Robotics will lead the change in
monitoring, inspection and intervention robotics for
aquaculture and environmental healthcare, as a no - worries,
all round service.

MIRobotics

By Bayat Behzad, Postdoc at EPFL

Alternative bicycle coupling sysem helps parent-child cyclists
to ride confidently and secure by reducing the time and stress
involved in coupling two bike and ensures coordinated control
of the cycling.

Tandemoo

By Maya Dougoud, HEIA-FR

We propose Summer EduFin Bootcamps for kids! EduFin will
be a fun way of spending some of vacation time learning about
finances. The Bootcamps will include workshops, visits and
activities with experts from the fields.

EDUFIN

By Irina Prostakova, PhD in finance

FRIBOURG

The hemaPEN® technology is today patented in Australia,
China, Europe, Japan and USA, and the name trademarked. Our
product provides a unique and   immediate solution for the
Therapeutic Drug Monitoring market

hemaPEN

By Florian Lapierre, scientist

Our nanofertilizer helps farmers to save time and harvest more
yield in a more sustainable way by enhancing the defense of
plants and making them more resistant to disease, water, and
drought stress

Bioinspired Nanofertilizer

By Fabienne Schwab, PhD at UNIFR

Crowsnest allows you to be informed in advance of the events
that interest you. Events are  precisely localized on the
map allowing you to act fast and  efficiently

Crowsnest

By Jacky Casas, Msc at HEIA-FR

We propose a pen shaped light emitter that heats insect stings
and bites to degrades the thermolabile toxins and release pain
and itching. The WaspPen is destined to the Swiss beekeepersa
nd households.

WaspPen

By Iris Kramberger, PhD at UNIFR

Notre produit aide toutes personnes ayant besoin d’énergie da
ns  tous  endroits sur terre  , de  manière  portable  ,  fiable  et   de
jour comme de nuit

Anemos

By Tejo Robbiani, Bsc at HEIGVD

Box up is the standalone solution  for outdoor activities.  An
autonomous locker allows the  rental of sports and
leisure  objects on public spaces. The  concept brings to the
population a maximum of relevant activities without having to
buy, store or  carry the material.

BoxUp

By Frank Rouiller, Msc at HEIG-VD

Transforme des karts à essence en karts  électriques à l’aide
d’un kit de rétrofit en remplacant le moteur   à essence par un
moteur électrique.

Kaelec

By Nelson Mühlemann, HEIG-VD

YVERDON

Provide a  connected product able togive the information
required  and also to have some gadget  options (localisation,
sound, smell, etc.).

Nursery Concept

By Ilaria Bassi, Bsc at HEIG-VD

The  purpose  of  Pawesome  is  to  help  people find their perfect
dog and to  unite all things „dog“ in
one centralized online  platform.

Pawesome

By Irina Despot, HEIG-VD

Mettre en place des lieux de rencontres et d’échanges afin de
permettre de  réparer/faire réparer, grâce à des locaux  et des
outils mis à disposition et un  réseau de compétences, des
objets  défectueux

Jette pas!

By Ludovic Delafontaine, HEIG-VD

Nos  barres de  céréales protéinées  et sans adjonctions de
sucre ou de produits industrielles non nécessaire à l’organisme
humain, permets aux sportifs de tout genre de l’intégrer à leur
alimentation quotidienne.

Votre barre de céréale

By Pauline Matter, HEIG-VD

Block4Insurance liberates the passengers from the rigid and
tedious insurance ecosystem by  allowing them to select the
terms of their policies, such as policy amount and
corresponding flight delay duration.

Block4Insurance

By Mayank Sharma, CERN

Our jewelry helps authentic, creative women who want to
stand  out and express her singularity and achievements
by  wearing distinctive and timeless pieces of jewels.  We offer
artisanal yet contemporary design goods, tailored for
the  modern women, unlike majority of the market players

Gabriel Republicano

By Gabriel Republicano, HEAD

We provide companies in the maritime emobility industry with
the most powerful tailor  made whole electric setup.

ShemaTic

By Cédric Flüeli, HES-SO GE

Aiming to connect people together. For that, we use bandanas
as media  to provide a show where clients will  be able to buy
bandanas  themselves, but also – and  especially – a great
experience about communication.

HEGONI

By Cyril Favre, Bachelor at HEG

We offer a new cutting edge approach to navigate and decrypt 
the chemical space of natural products with molecular maps.
 
 

KIMIYA

By Joëlle Houriet, PhD at UNIGE

GENEVA

RefFIT offers a powerful, robust and fast fitting tool to predict
and study  the behaviour of a wide range of  systems, from
microscopic start dust  to risk analysis in financial institutions
or even developing countries.

RefFit

By Iris Crassee, PhD at UNIGE

Our goal is to use a simple brain computer interface to provide
specific sounds to selectively engage the brain network
affected by the disease. Our suite of complementary devices
combine auditory stimulation with simultaneous brain
recordings, to monitor and prevent brain cells degeneration.

Sonic Youth Neural Concept

By Luc Arnal, PhD at UNIGE

Studio Yūgen helps luxury brands to define their visual identity
by (1) analyzing  deeply who they are and (2) by creating
a communication strategy, and (3) by  applying it creatively.

Studio Yügen

By Alicia Dubuis, BA at HEAD

Our vision at  VioSense  is to  create a portable,
affordable,  reliable, and easy  to  use  dental screening device
that provides early detection of common oral diseases from
the privacy and comfort of  your home

VioSense

By Sameed Muhammed, PhD at CERN


